
Androextender Penis Enlargement Device - FAQ 

 

Reviews of Penis Enlargers 

 

Q1. Is it necessary to seek the advice of a doctor before starting? 

A. Not at first, although it may be beneficial for those patients who do require               

strict medical control with a Medical Penis Enlarger or who are less skillful to seek               

advice from a specialist before starting the treatment. We carry a list of specialist              

in different countries.  

 

Q2. After getting results, what will happen if I continue using it? 

A. You can sometimes still obtain a further increase, but this increase will be less               

and slower than the previous treatment with the medical penis enlarger. 

 

Q3. Is it possible not to obtain an increase? 

A. According to our experience, and not the experience of the medical profession             

which is not always perfect, there is a 2,5% non-success rate with our Penis              

Enlargement device. However, an available doctor will study your case in detail            

and try to find a solution for your particular case. 

 

Q4. How can I manually extend an Enlarger as needed? 

A. There is a manual which clearly explains how Andropenis Penis Enlarger should             

be regulated. These adjustments are made using the rods provided upon           

purchase. 

 

Q5. When the treatment is over, should I continue using it? 

A. No, average results of increasing penis size will have already been obtained,             

although there may be a possibility of obtaining a little more. 



 

Q6. How long should the break periods be while using an Enlarger? 

A. Andropenis Penis Enlargement device should be worn for 8 hours per day. You              

can spread out these hours as you wish. We recommend a rest period every 2               

hours where the penis enlarger should be removed, perfect timing to use the             

restroom. You do not need to follow a rigid rest period schedule. This depends on               

the sensitivity of the patient. 

 

Q7. What will happen if I stop using the Enlarger for one day? 

A. Nothing, but try wearing the penis enlargement device a little longer the next              

day. 

 

Q8. Is it necessary to use creams or pills to enlarge the penis? 

A. It is not necessary to use creams or ointments or pills to enlarge the male                

member. You will be able to obtain good results by using a Penis Enlargement              

device only. 

 

Q9. Is it necessary to use creams during treatment with an enlarger? 

A. It will be helpful in some cases, in order to lubricate the glans and to avoid any                  

lacerations. 

  



Analysis of the Penis Enlargement devices 

 

Q1.  Are there any scientific studies that prove the efficacy? 

A. There have been numerous studies conducted in various clinics throughout the            

world that have shown the effectiveness and safety of our medical penis enlarger.             

It is a penis enlargement device with permanent results. The penile traction            

therapy was invented and patented by Dr. Eduardo Gómez de Diego. 

Is Andropenis® a registered trade mark and officially recognized? 

Andropenis® is a registered trade mark and recognized internationally, carrying          

several patents and certifications. 

 

Q2. What is your percentage of success of Andropenis penis enlarger? 

A. We have a 97.5% success rate with our penis enlarger. 

 

Q3. How long has Andropenis enlarger been used worldwide? 

A. Andropenis penile enlarger has been in use for more than 20 years now. 

 

Q4. What about my privacy with the penile enlargers? 

A. Yes, your information is kept confidential and is protected according to the             

information rights protection laws. 


